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The study employed 13 kindergarten age boys and girls in examin- 

ing the relationships between field dependence, body image boundary, 

and space utilization during locomotor play activity.    In addition, 

scores on all variables were analyzed for sex differences. 

Three five minute videocordings, taken during an eight day peri- 

od, were examined to assess subjects'  space utilization.    The space 

used by each subject was calculated as linear feet traveled and square 

feet circumscribed.    Data on field dependence and body Image boundary 

were collected from subjects'  scores on individually administered 

Children's Embedded Figures Tests, Form 1 and the first 25 inkblots 

of the Holtzman Inkblot Test,  Form A. 

Spearman Rank Order Correlations were not found to be signifi- 

cant between measures of space utilization, body image boundary, and 

field dependence.*  Olkin's z was calculated to examine the significance 

of the differences between body image boundary and field dependence 

predictor variables with linear and square foot predictands.    No sig- 

nificant differences were found.    The Mann-Whitney U Test was used to 

assess sex differences.    Boys were found to use significantly more 

square feet of space during locomotor activity. 

Significance was assessed using a two-tailed .10 level of significance. 
** A u of 2 was associated with a probability of .004. 
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CHAPTER  I 

IHTRODUCTIOH 

Loooaotor activity ooaprlaea a considerable part of the multl- 

faceted framework of huaan behavior.    Llka Othor categories of bahavlor, 

loooaotor activity la Influenced by a ooaplox Interaction of factor*. 

Tha nuabar of factor* lnvolvad la undoubtedly extenalve.    Soaa of thaaa( 

ouch aa aolf Image, aro variables which ara oonaldarod to ba Internal 

to tha organic*.    Othora, llka viauel pareoptloa, rely aoro upon aan'a 

laaadlato external •nvlronaant. 

Knowledge of tha obaxaetar and funotlon of tha various behav- 

lozal lnfluaneaa aay provlda aaa with a greater uadarataadlng of his 

loooaotor activity.   Although varloua atudlaa have axplorod nuaaroua 

aapaeta of aan'a movement and hava addad to tha knowledge of hla motor 

bahavlor( amity oonearna ara relatively unexplored,    until aora ln-depth 

knowledge la aoouaulatod apaoulatlon and empirical reasoning auat suf- 

fice aa explanations of tha whya surrounding eaoh aan'a aotor bahavlor. 

Tho preeant study aoaka to ©oatributa lnforaatlon to one of tha lesser 

atudlad dlaonalona of aotor bahavlor, tha child'a quantitative utill- 

aatlon of space during loooaotor activity. 

Statement at tha Problem 

The purpose of thlo etudy Is to lnveatlgate the relatlonehlpe 

between space utlllaatlon during loooaotor aovaaent and aeaauree of 



body laago boundary and field dependence la the five year old child. 

The following hypotheses are tested. 

1, Space utilisation aeasuroaonts of the flv* y«r old child 

engaged in self-etructured loooaotor aoveaant are positive- 

ly ralaiad to aeaaurea of f laid dependence-independence. 

2. Space utilisation aaaauraaoata of tho five year old child 

engaged la aolf-atructurod loooaotor aoToaaat arc positive- 

ly related to aeaaurea of body laago boundary. 

3*    High body laago boundary Barrier scores of the flvo year 

old child are positively related to aeaaurea of high field 

independence. 

4.    significant sex differeaoea are found la five year old 

children on aeaaurea of body laago boundary, field depen- 

dence, linear foot of space uaod during loeoaotor activity, 

and square feet of apaoo uaod during loeoaotor activity. 

In addition to tooting tho above hypotheses, thia investigation la con- 

cerned with the eharaoteriaatioB of eaeh individual subject's utlllae- 

tioa of apace. 

Definition of Toraa 

Barrier aooro la a aubJecVe total auaber of body laago oriented re- 

apoaaoa involving peroeptiea of a "protective,  enclosed, de- 

corative, or concealing function" of the periphery of the firat 



25 lnkhlot* on Fern A of the Holtsaan lnkhlot Toot (R. Fiaher, 

1966, p. «6). 

Body laago boundary i* a psychological concept ooncarnad with an lndl- 

rldual'a experiencing hia body aa denarnatod froa his envlron- 

aoat   (Fisher  ft Cleveland,  1958,  p.  56). 

Cognitive otylo Is a broad oonatruct which includes aa "articulated" 

aapaet within ahleh la found the tendency to atrueturo laaedi- 

ato perceptual flolda (field Independence) and to deal with 

oyabolle naterlal in an analytical fashion.    Alee included la 

the tendency to perceive a fused pereeptml field (field de- 

pendenee) and to experlenee eyabollo naterlal ae a waif led 

whole.    Thie aapaet ie temed the "global" oonpenent of cog- 

nitive style (Hitkln, Oltssn, Raskin, A Harp, 1971, P. 7). 

Field dependence la a oonatruct denoting a aede of perception in which 

the overall organisation of a perceptual field doslnatee eo 

that the individual parts of the field are experienced aa "fuaed* 

(Vltkln et al., 1971, P. *•). 

Field independence is a oonatruct denoting a node of perception la 

which the overall organisation of the perceptual field doee not 

dominate.    The parts of the field are experienced as distinct 

and diserete (Hitkln at al., 1971* P. **)• 

Lcoosotor aovesent is sovesent which iavolvea transporting the entire 

body fros one place to another, e.g. walk, run, roll. 

Motor behavior refers to the observable, voluntary sovesente of the 

skeletal nueoulature  (Cratty, 1968, p. 9). 



Perception is a tern concerned with the aeaningfulness attached to objects, 

events, or situations within an individual's spatial and temporal 

proximity.    It is a dynamic process which involves organizing and 

selecting the stimuli to which one is exposed (Cratty, 1968,  p. 23). 

Reactivity is organic response to a stimulus. 

Style is a "specific or characteristic manner of expression, execution 

or design  (Webster's New World Diotionary, 1959» P.  1*449)." 

Assumptions 

This study is predicated on several assumptions.    First,  it is 

assumed that the five year old child possesses an integrated self which 

Is expressed through modes of behavior.    Further, locomotor movement, 

as a component of motor behavior, is accepted as an overt expression of 

the integrated self.    A third assumption underlying the Investigation 

is the belief that locomotor movement is a component of motor behavior 

which can be studied Independently.    Fourth, the study assumes that the 

external environment exerts an influence on patterns of behavior.    Final- 

ly, a five minute film analysis Is accepted as an adequate index of a 

subject's space utilization behavior. 

Scope of the Study 

Several factors set the limits for the present investigation. 

First, the sample is acknowledged to be too small to permit generalizing 

beyond the subjects involved.    Second, only one environment is employed 

in the measurement of space utilization.    A third limitation is the lack 

of control exerted over many interacting variables.    Further, within the 



conduct of the study only single measures of body image boundary and 

field dependence are used.    In addition, bias from sample selection is 

possible.    Finally,  only one age group of children is investigated. 

Significance of the Study 

Much of the child's behavior involves interaction with the en- 

vironment.    One of the early ways in which he interacts with his world 

is through motor behavior.    Because motor activity takes place within 

a time-space-force framework, knowledge of how and why a child utilizes 

the space in which he moves would seem to be important considerations 

for understanding motor behavior.    Yet very little is known about the 

child's utilization of space other than some limited evidence that 

space utilization during locomotor activity is a stable function of 

his behavior. 

There is also reason to believe that the physical use of space 

may be related to two other dimensions of behavior which reflect the 

child's characteristic style of functioning!    (1) perception of body 

boundary definiteness and (2) perception of objects as discrete within 

a field context.    Research yielding data about the relationships be- 

tween space utilization and these perceptions may enhance our under- 

standing of individual differences in motor behavior.    This research 

also has the potential of contributing important information to that 

aspect of child development which seeks to understand the function of 

movement in the maturation process. 



CHAPTER II 

RBVIBI OF BOATED LITERATURE 

This chapter deals with past research which provides background 

rational* for ths prsssnt Investigation.     InformtIon concerning ths 

relationship* between spses utlllsstlsn sad two additional asmsuxos of 

Individual functioning, body laago boundary sad flaid dependence, sra 

ooasidorod. 

3naoo Utilisation 

Ono observable sspoet of behavior la loooaotor aovoaoat.    Tho 

perception of certain stlauli la assuaad to initiate or bring about 

the observed aotor behavior.    Though such of this stimulation is vUual, 

nonvlsual eoapoasots of space sdd to perception (Hochberg, 19ft )•    IB 

relation to tho Importance of atianli in our perception All port (1955) 

concluded that their aotion upon us builds our spatial perception "both 

in their iaaadlato spatial localisation on tho body sad, in s sore ooa- 

plioatod way," in Baking us aware of the throe dlasasionsl spaoe whioh 

surrounds us (p. 86), 

Plagot and Inheldor (19W) suggest that the child's conception 

of space "is not a 'reading' or apprehonsiea of tho properties of ob- 

jects, but fro. tho Tory beglaniag, sa aotloa parforaed on thoa (p.<*9)." 

It is through tho stlauli derived froa the exploration of objects and 

physical spaoe that the child begins to ecaprohoad the nature of objoots, 



of •pace, and of himself (Espenschade A Bckert, 1967). Man not only 

perceives the space which surrounds his but also utilise* this space 

In his exploration of the world. 

There are  Indications that the quantitative utilisation of space 

during looonotor aovsasnt is s stable aspect of behavior.    Three stud- 

ies involving actual quantifiable locoaotor spaoe utilisation are re- 

ported in the literature (Ahrens, 1966, Herron A Froblsh,  1969, and 

Mulhauoer, 1970). 

Ahrens (1966) reported spaoe utilisation results for sixteen fe- 

male subjects.    Bach subject was directed to sove about a gymnasium by 

requesting that each "aove as she would like" to recorded music    Sub- 

jects were tested individually while a television osaera hidden fron 

open view recorded their aoveaents.    Spaoe utilisation was neasured by 

tracing the subject's aoveaent on a grid superlaposed on a televiaion 

sonitor.    Scores obtained were concerned with distance aoved, number of 

grid squares utilised, and greatest distance traveled from the starting 

point.    Consistencies in the aaount of spacs utilised were found.    Cor- 

relation coefficients greater than .8 were obtained when the scores 

fros the three separate trials were compared.    Individual differences 

in spaoe utilisation were also reported. 

In the second study, Herron and Probish (1969) wore concerned 

with the development of oonputer analysis techniques for displaying 

inter-individual and indlvldual-environaent Interaction patterns.    He- 

cords of children's use of space during fifteen minute play periods 

were generated from data collected by a oeillng mounted camera set to 

operate at ten second Intervals.    A Cartesian eo-ordinate system was 
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employed In the analysis ia provide data for a computer plotting de- 

vice which produced graphio rsprasaatatlans of asysaeDt patterns. 

Mulheuaer (1970), working with 9* kindergarten age DOTS and 

girls, examined individual differences In quantitative spaee utilisa- 

tion during nonatrusturad self-Initiated looomotor play on an appara- 

tus free playground.    After the filming sessions were completed the 

playground was Barked off In tan foot squares and a grid was construct- 

ed for measuring space utilisation.    Linear spaoa utilisation measurss 

were oompared with data oonoarned with perceptual-motor development, 

spatial organisation oapaelty, body also concept, body Image, salf- 

drawing, fins motor skill, and open and closed hems specs.    The meee- 

ares utilised wars the Bandar Visual-Motor Gaatalt Tost, a bad/ Image 

slae test, a bady image asnoapt tost, a self-drawing task, and tax 

records of home dwelling space.    Correlation osaffislents were net 

found to be algalfleant between spaee utilisation and body Image, body 

slse, hens spaee, or capacity for opatlal organisation.    linear space 

utilisation was significantly correlated with vieual-moter development, 

fine motor skill, and graphic apaoe utilisation. 

Spaee utilisation was analysed by Mulnauser (1970) by calculat- 

ing the total diataneo traveled in linear feet and the total area used 

in square feet.    HO significant difference was found between trlale for 

seen eoor.s of total dletenoe traveled In linear feet.    This finding 

suggeeted eoneietenoy in spaoa utilisation for the group.    A signifi- 

cant aox difference In the amount of epaee used In linear foot wee found 

however.   Beys utilised mere epaea than girle.   The score distribution 

of linear feet traveled ehowed 24 subjeete above the seas and 26 subject. 



bslew the mean with 34 (68*) within plus and sinus en* standard devla- 

tlon,   A similar distribution waa found fez square foot of spse* utilis- 

ed.    This supported Hulhauser's contention that actual utilisation of 

space Mas being ■oasurod xathsr than a general level of activity.    Mul- 

hauser oonoludod that "Investigation of tht data ladioato that soao 

chlldran oso largo aaounts of spaoo and that othors use saallor anounts 

(P. *5)." 

A noro eonprohonsivo look at spaeo utilisation appears to ho war- 

ranted frss the rosults of tho throe studios cited a bore.    Cratty (1968) 

suggests tho ispertaneo of additional investigations In which tho in- 

fluence of multiple variables affoetlng spaeo utilisation could ho ex- 

plored.    Among tho variables ho lists are aspsets of porssnalltjr. Mul- 

tiuser (1970) dealt with several eosponsnts of tho personality struc- 

ture.   Ho assessed body imago by tho subject's sslostion of ono of ton 

slse gradated cutout figures.    Body lmags else assessment was conducted 

by furnishing various sised body parts which sash subject put together 

to for. a ooaplete figure.   The testing procedures used by Hulhausor are 

among tho many available for assessing various body Imago components. 

A conclusive statement concerning the rslmtlonship between space utili- 

sation and body image would not aeon possible with this Halted testing. 

Additional aspects of body lmags such as body Image boundary and dif- 

ferent measuring instruments must be emplsyed to study the relationship 

between body Image and space utilisation.    With this added Information 

a sore reliable assessment can bo made. 
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Body Inag* Boundary 

Much ef rnn'i behavior involves interaction with objects of the 

physical world.    One of the objects within the environment with which 

the interaction occur* is th* individual's own body.   Mm utilises hla 

body a* a tool la tha socialisation process and as an object whleh la 

bath a recipient and an initiator of action.    Many facets of th* body's 

object quality have boon focused on what has boon toraod th* "body la- 

age."   Flahor defines "body imge" as th* attitudlnel framework which 

designates "th* Individual'■ long-term concept of hi* body and also in- 

fluence, hla poxc.ptlon of It (S. Flahor, 1963, P. 62)." 

Aspects Of body Image whleh hav* been studied include body sis* 

concept, body apatlal image, body anxiety, body dieeatiefaetion, pre- 

f*rr*d body proportion*, right and loft dieerlnlnetlon, and body laag* 

boundary.   Th* laet a*p*ot, body lmg. boundary, baa boon th* foeu* of 

increased research during th* past fifteen year*.    Sen *f th* flr*t 

research wea preduoed by S. Fleher and Cleveland In th* Identification 

of body image boundary aa a olueter of factors correlated with perceiv- 

ed definite location of the body,• boundary In relation t* the envlron- 

aent. 

Th* tool employed by S. Flahor and Cleveland to measure body 

image boandary was the Rorechach inkblot teat. Body laage boundary 

waa aaaeaaed by the degree to whleh ^definite •truetur*, aubatanee, 

and surface qualities were assigned to the periphery of ink blot la- 

age* (s. Flahor, 1963, P. 62)." The criteria which are employed la 

scoring inkblot responses aa body btwndary oriented Involve seeing 
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the periphery of lnkblot responses as eennotiag a "protective,  en- 

closed,  decorative, or cone—ling function (s. Fisher, 1959. P. 56)." 

The total lumber of body boundary roaponsos on the loraohaob projeo- 

tlvo technique ceaprlees an Individual's Barrlar score.     The Barrier 

score represents an evaluation of an individual's conception of his 

body aa "definite and fIra as contrasted to indefinite and weak 

(R. Flahor, 1966, p. *36)." 

Tooting procedures employed to assess body image boundary In- 

clude figure-drawing tests, word association tests, aultlplo choice 

tests, and eelf-tating teehnlouee.    Tbo most fruitful methods of ap- 

praialng body Image boundary involve the projectlve techniques of the 

Roraehaeh toat and tho Holtnnan lnkblot Toot (HIT).    Both toata have 

boon used with aatlafactory roaulta although tho HIT may bo tho pro- 

ferred  instrument duo to its  standard aunbor of responses.     Responses 

on tho HIT aro limited to one for each of tho *5 lnkblota while the 

Roraebaoh la often uaed with varying nuabara of response- per blot. 

Because the total number of responses can influence the elao of tho 

Barrier score, this ie an Important dlatinotlon (Smrt% A Wltako, 1970). 

The assessment of body Image boundary, like other payohologioal 

■easures, is open to orltielaa concerning reliability and validity, 

mteraoorer reliability en Barrier aooring haa been found to bo .82 to 

.97 with aoat reliability aeaaureo falling into tho high 80'o and low 

90'a (s. Piaher, 1963).   Further reaoaroh baa found that the Barrier 

•core haa aatlafactory teat-reteat reliability (S. Piaher, 1970). 

Huch mor. controveray haa occurred in relation to the validity of the 

body iaage concept and tho Barrier eeore.    At tinea, reeeexehere have 
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viewed boundary scores ss Indicators of cognitive or perceptual  opera- 

tions rather than derivatives of actual body experleaoes.    To these 

critleSf the Barrier score's relationship to other seasures is derived 

froa a perceptual framework rather than a body oonatruot.    S, Fisher 

(1963) supports the body construct interpretation of body iaage boun- 

dary! 

No dependable relationships have been found between the 
boundary scores and indices which sight be considered 
to have cognitive or "perceptual style" connotations. 
The boundary soores are not consistently related to such 
variables as intelligence, verbal productivity, the Bar- 
ren simplicity-complexity dimensions, Gottsebalt figure 
judgments, conventional individual Rorsehaeh determi- 
nants, speed of figure-ground alternation, rigidity or 
authoritarianlss (p. 73). 

Witkln disagrees with this statement and views the body iaage 

boundary construct as related to seasures sf cognitive styls (Witkln 

et aL., 1971).    m Witkin's opinion both an articulated body iaage 

boundary and an articulated cognitive style are indicators of greater 

psychological differentiation in cognitive experience. 

Increased body Image boundary research has sads it less diffi- 

cult to support boundary score criteria and to validate the Barrier 

BOOTS'S body Image boundary properties.    Fisher lists s series of sup- 

portativs findings which contribute to the validity of the concept. 

First, boundary response scores have proven to be meaningfully related 

to an individual's level of anxiety concerning his body.    An Individual'i 

Barrier score dees not, however, oorrolate well with aeasures of general 

anxiety not specifically related to the body (S. Fisher, 1963).    Second, 

boundary scores predict differentiated reactivity patterns of external 

versus internal regions of the body.    Whsther Barrier soores are viewed 
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as reflection* of differential activation levels or as actual Influ- 

encing factors sake* little difference.    In either case a significant 

correlation exist* between one's external and internal body reactivity 

and one's attainment of a high or low Barrier score (s. Fisher, 1963). 

A third area of verification was uncovered by Fisher and Rsnik 

(1966),    These researchers found that subjects who focused attention 

on the boundary regions of their bodies significantly lnoreased their 

Barrier scores while subjects who directed attention to the internal 

body regions showed a tendency to decrease their Barrier scores.    The 

decrease was not significantly different from the slight Increase  in 

Barrier scores witnessed in the control group.    S. Fisher (1970) re- 

ported a second study which supported these results.    The altering of 

Barrier soorss by manipulation of subjects' bodily attentions supported 

Barrier soorss as true indices of exterior versus interior body experience. 

A further generalisation whioh supported the validity of Barrier 

scores and the body iaage boundary concept was the correlation of Bar- 

rier scores with other body phenomena.    In brief. Fisher stated 1    "They 

predict various levels of body behavior in the my that a body image 

measure would be expected to do (S. Fisher, 1963i P. 72)." 

la 1970 a series of research studies were reported whioh wars 

based on the assumption that Barrier scores predicated on real body ex- 

perience should be accompanied by body sensations analogous to boundary 

definitenoM (S. Fisher, 1970). In the first study a total of 115 un- 

dergradueto psychology students were divided into two groups and tested 

for body iaage boundary. Subjects were also asked to make observations 

of prominent sensations in their skin, steaeehs, msoles, and hearts 
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while In a relaxed state.    The median Barrier score for both groups wa 

six,    A SUB MBS derived from skin responses and nuscle responses to In- 

dicate the amount of external sensation experienced by each subject 

while stoaach and heart sensation scores comprised an interior score. 

The median difference between exterior versus Interior scores MSS found 

to be four, with the exterior score greater in both groups,    A rank or- 

der correlation between Barrier scores and exterior alnus interior sen- 

sation scores mas found to be significant.    The study concluded that 

"one can say with confidence that there is a positive relationship be- 

tween the Barrier score and the tendency for exterior body sensations 

to predominate over interior sensations (3. Fisher, 1970, P. 170)." 

The second study in the series used a similar research format 

but assessed sensations through a retrospective appraisal of past body 

reactivity during various situations. Two groups oomprlsed of 99 col- 

lege students responded to lists of 30 situations by recalling the last 

time they had experienced similar circumstances. Significant correla- 

tions between Barrier scores and exterior minus interior sensation re- 

call soores were found In one of the groups but not the other (S.  Fisher, 

1970). 

A third study was carried out based on the following premise i 

"If selective perception of one's own body chronically occurs, there 

should be a corresponding selectivity in one's immediate recall of ver- 

bal material conmlstlng of references to exterior and interior body 

sensations (S. Fisher, 1970. p. 173)."   Two groups of undergraduate stu- 

dents viewed lists of phrase- consisting of it— fro. four clusters, 

skin items, muscle items, stomach items, snd heart items.    After 
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studying a list for one minute each subject was allowed a five minute 

recall period during which he wrote aa many lteaa as possible from Mem- 

ory.    Highly significant rank order correlations were found for both 

groups.    The high Barrier subjects recalled a proportionately greater 

number of exterior body sensations than did low Barrier scorers (S. 

Fisher, 1970, p. mi. 

Other research endeavors have also dealt with the body image 

boundary concept.    Notable among these are inquiries into the self- 

steering behavior of high and low Barrier Individuals.    Several sig- 

nificant differences have been found between the two Barrier score 

groups.    In 1958 S. Fisher and Cleveland presented research findings 

which suggested that Individuals with greater boundary definlteness 

set higher goals for themselves and were more achievement oriented 

(S.  Fisher ft Cleveland, 1958).    More recent studies by R. Fisher 

(1966), Hawkins ft Horowitz  (1971). and Shipman (1965) have supported 

these conclusions. 

Aggressiveness is another characteristic which S. Fisher and 

Cleveland associate with the high Barrier subject (3.  Fisher ft Cleve- 

land,  1958).    This characteristic has been detected from research 

involving "normal" subjects.    Ths utilisation of maladjusted sub- 

jects such as Juvenile delinquents in studies of aggressiveness has 

uncovered a somewhat different picture (R. Fisher, 1966a ft Magargee, 

1965). 

High boundary definlteness has also been correlated with other 

self-steering characteristics. High Barrier subjects have been found 

to be 1    (1) less suggestible,   (2) more capable of expressing anger 
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outwardly,   (3) bettor able to adjust to stress,   (k) wore self-expres- 

sive,   (5) aore independent, and (6) sore capable of self-gratification 

(Fiahar * Clavaland, 1958). 

Diff•ranees in group behavior characteristics hmva baan notad 

for high and low Barrier group*.     The life  style* of high Barrier  scor- 

ers, though achievement oriented and assertive,   involve high regard 

and concern for others.    In eoaparlaons of low and high body iaage 

boundary groups Fiahar and Clavaland (1958) found "the ataoapbara in 

tha lattar groups aay ba characterized aa balng aora democratic, spon- 

taneous, and livaly than In tha low Barrlar groups (p. 211)."    Mora 

reoant findinga agree with tha atataaant (S. Fiahar, 1970). 

Correlation*  between  interior versus  exterior body psyohosoaatio 

syaptoaa have baan notad in tha research literature.    One of tha eevar- 

al studies which hava dealt with thia arm was raportad by Fiahar and 

Clavaland in Body lama and Personality (1958).    An lntarior ayaptoa 

group oonpoaad of eubjeeta with atoaach diaturbnnoee and ulearatlva 

colitis *> givan tha Rorsohaeh taat.    The tast raaulta wars acorad 

for Barriar and tha Baan acora froa tha lntarior ayaptaa group waa coa- 

pared to tha aaan aoora froa an axtarlor ayaptoa group ooapoaad of aub- 

Jeota with rhauaatold artbrltia, neuroderaatitla, and conversion hye- 

taria.   A algnifioantly graatar aaan Barriar soora was found for tha 

axtarlor ayaptoa group.   An aartiar atudy by tha saaa reaearehere, eon- 

oarnad with tha aita of body ayaptoaa in 87 undargraduata eollaga atu- 

dents, found that high Barriar subjecte raportad a algnifioantly graat- 

ar nunbar of bodily ayaptoaa involving tha akin and auaculatura (Fiahar 

* Clavaland, 1958). 
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A third study conducted by Fisher and Cleveland found that the 

Barrier scores of rheumatoid arthrltics exceeded the scores of ulcer 

patients at the .001 level.    Further,  the researchers found low inter- 

nal reactivity (as measured by heart rate) in low Barrier scorers and 

higher external reactivity (as measured by galvanic skin response) in 

arthritic patients (S.  Fisher A Cleveland, I960).    In addition to the 

three studies cited,  investigations by Cleveland, Snyder, and Williams 

(1965) and Shultz  (1966) revealed similar results.    S.  Fisher (1970) 

noted that not all studies agreed with these findings however.    Since 

many variables interact to determine the site of a disorder,  S.  Fisher 

stated that measuring any one variable can account for only a small 

part of the determining variance (S. Fisher,  1970, p. 218). 

The reactivity findings related to site of bodily symptoms are 

associated with a second area of study dealing with general stress re- 

activity.    Subjects with well-defined body image boundaries display 

greater stress reactivity on exterior body measures.    Conversely, low 

Barrier subjects display greater reactivity on interior body measures. 

The indices which were employed to determine internal reactivity in- 

cluded blood pressure,  pulse rate, stroke volume, and cardiac output. 

Measures of external physiological reactivity included the electro- 

myogram, galvanic skin response, and peripheral resistance of the cardio- 

vascular system (Davis, I960). 

These findings suggest that the person with greater boundary 

deflniteness is more "motivated in the direction of voluntary control 

of the environment than is the indefinite-boundary person (S. Fisher * 

Cleveland, 1958,  p.  312)."    High Barrier subjects have been reported 
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to experience sore emphasis of body sensation in the striated suscula- 

ture,    A theoretical explanation offered for this is the high state 

of activation potential In the voluntary susoulature of the high Bar- 

rier subject.    A slgnlfloantly higher degree of auaole tension has 

been observed in the high Barrier subject.    It is postulated that the 

difference My be caused by a greater aaount of proprioeeptive feed- 

back In the high Barrier subject (Fisher A Cleveland, 1958, P. 3*1). 

Sex differences have been identified In research involving Bar- 

rier scores, although a relationship between Barrier scores and degree 

of saseullnity-fealninlty has not been reliably established.    Fisher 

and Cleveland (1958) noted sex differences In children at age levela 

where anxiety or confusion over life goals was found but no sex dif- 

ferences in siddle class Aaerioan adults.    A later study by S. Fisher 

(1970) with 27* college age salea and 290 college age females found 

lower Barrier scores for sales,    Tha finding agreed with other studiss 

conducted by jaoobson (1965) »nd »rtley (196*).    Similar sex differ- 

ences have been found with younger subjects.    Norton (1965) obtained 

significant sex differences with 12, 1?, and 14-year-old age groups. 

Gordon, utilising 360 norsal children ages 6, 9. and 12, found that 

girls at thess ages had higher Barrier scores (Gordon, 1965).   foods 

(1967) found similar rssults with 8, 10, and 12-year-old age groups. 

Age differences were reflected in Barrier score, on a cross- 

sectional study of subjects sges 8 to 20 (MoFee, 1971).    The Barrier 

•cor. increased scross ths entire sge range.    The increase sight bs ex- 

peoted due to the greater environmental experience and olarif ioatlon of 

life goals demonstrated by the oldest age group.    One might logically 
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deduce froa this that a relatively stable Barrier soere should exist 

during the adult years.    In 1959 S. Fisher  (1959) studied the body 

lsaga boundaries of 40 adult subjects fros 58 to 90 years of age In 

coaparlsen to the boundary scores of control* froa the subjects' fan- 

llles.    The study supported the use of body laage boundary as a long 

tern personality attribute rather than a transient state. 

The differences found In physiological reactivity, auscular 

activation, and steering behavior suggest the possibility that sig- 

nificant differences between high and low Barrier scorers sight also 

ba found In general aotor behavior characteristics and, sore specif- 

ically,  In physical skill perforsmnee.    Several studies dealing with 

body laags boundary and perforaanoe on selected aotor tasks have been 

oonpleted.   One study by Hoods, In 1967. and two others by McPee, in 

1968 and 1971, Investigated tha relationship between body laage boun- 

dary and performance on selected gross aotor tasks.   Woods utilised 

143 subjeeta ages 8,  10, and 12.    Barrlsr scores were assessed froa 

the first 25 lnkblots of the Holtssan Inkblot series.    The scores 

ware compared with subjects' performances on the shuttle run, bas- 

ketball catch-throw, and target Juap.    Woods  (1967) suggested tha 

following theoretical relationship night ba found between novenent 

perforaanoe and body laagei 

Slnoe a well-articulated body laags has been posited 
as being necessary to coherent novenent and novenent 
as necessary to build the laage, it is conceivable 
these two dlaensions of the total personality night 
be either separate indicators of differentiation or 
one night influence and be reflected by the other 
(P. 20)7 

The only significant correlation found between notor tasks and 
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Barrier scores in Woods' study Mas for ton year old sals subjoots.     sig- 

nificant st ths  .10 level  «s  the relationship between the subjects'  Bar- 

rier scores and their performances on s shuttle run task.    Using analy- 

sis of variance technique*, Hoods found ths Barrier score did not con- 

tribute  significantly to ths source of variance  In performance on the 

gross motor tasks.     However,  ths fact that both of these areas showed 

evidence of developmental differentiation led her to suggest that a  re- 

ciprocity function of mutual dependency sight have existed  (Hoods,  1967, 

pp. 161-162). 

Ths study reported by McFee in 1968 Mas a partial cross-sectional 

extension of the earlier study by Hoods.     Ths Investigation  employed  38 

subjects sgss 18 and 20.    In addition to ths motor tasks used by Hoods, 

s three Item battery taken from ths flvs Item Scott-French Motor Ability 

Battery was used.    Ths three test Items were ths obstacle run, basket- 

ball throw for distance, and ths standing broad jump.    In general, Bar- 

rier scores were found to bo Inversely related to poor motor skill psr- 

forasnes.     NO significant relationships between Barrier scores and motor 

tasks wars found for ths twenty sals subjects employed In ths study. 

The eighteen female subjsets wars found to have oignlfioant relation- 

ships between their Barrier scores and (1) ths shuttle run st ths .05 

lsvsl,  (2) ths obstacle race at ths .05 lswsl, and (3) the baskstball 

throw at ths .10 lswsl (a nsgativs oorrslation of .W5).   Ths study 

supported ths Indication that a mutual intordspsndsney existed between 

psrforsanes on selected motor tasks and dsfisltsnsss of body Image 

boundary. 

A oross-ssotioml study for agss 8 through 20 was reported by 
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McFee in  1971.     The developmental  trends found werei     (1) Barrier 

score increased with age and  (2) motor performance improved with 

Increased difference* In sax characteristic*.     It Mas found that, 

when total aotor performance Mas considered,   slgnifioant  correla- 

tions between  performance and body Image were found for males of 

ages 10,  18, and 20 and females of ago 18.    McFee arrived at a con- 

clusion similar to that of Woods.    H0F00 (1971) stated 1 

One can project that to a certain minimum degree a 
differentiated,  firm body imago enables the individ- 
ual to better manipulate his body in space,  or con- 
versely,   that ability to move  in a coordinated artic- 
ulated  manner contributes to a well-defined body 
lmg» (p. 3). 

Iaapon (1972) investigated the effects of selected movement 

experiences on body image boundary,    The study employed a pre-teet 

design with 18 five year old subject* randomly assigned to oontrol 

and experimental group*.    Both groups participated la peroeptual- 

■otor experiences during a twenty week training period.    The experi- 

mental group received instructions which emphasised body dimensions 

through the use of the words wide, narrow, long, and short.    Barrier 

scores were aaaeased froa slide presentations of the first 25 ink- 

blots of the HIT.    The oontrol group had a pre-teet eean of 5.333 

and a post-test mean of 5.667.    The differences between control and 

experimental groups' Barrier scores were not found to be significant 

on either the pre-teet or the poet-teat. 

S. Fisher (1970) added focus to the influence of body iaege 

boundary on aotor behavior.    He posited that the def lniteness of body 

image boundary affected many aspects of life including perception 
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of the external world and the fore* with which the Individual dealt 

with persons and objecte. In sumeary s. Fisher stated i "there are 

few levels of experience and overt behavior that are not at least 

tangentlally Influenced by boundary conditions (S. Fisher, 1970, p. 

308). It Is logical therefore that a positive relationship between 

body image boundary and spaoe utilisation should be theorised to exist. 

Field Dependence 

A field dependent style ef perceiving is found when the over- 

all perceptual field is the dominating factor in perception.    A field 

Independent perceptual mode or analytical style of functioning is 

present when parts of the field are perceived as separate and discrete 

(Vltkin, 1967).    Initially, field dependence was linked only to visual 

perception.    later the construct was associated with various measures 

of intellectual activity and became one aspect of a larger global- 

articulated dimension of personality.    Finally the global-articulated 

dimension was linked with self-oonslstency across several areas of 

cognitive and peroeptual functioning which included body concept, self 

concept, and controls and defenses (Witkin et al., 1971).    This more 

inclusive oonstruot was called "differentiation."   As was noted pre- 

viously, a conflict of ideas and definitions occurred when one looked 

at measures of what Fisher and Witkln each designated as body image. 

The measurement of field dependence utilised a variety of test- 

ing devices which involved an assessment of the ability to disenbed, to 

separate parts from their field contexts.    Three tools wore used ex- 

tensively in past researehi    (1) a rod and frame device,  (2) a body 
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adjustment  test, and  (3) en  embedded figures tost.     In the rod and frame 

test (RFT) the subject,  seated in a darkened roon, adjust* a tilted lumi- 

nous rod to a vertical position within a tilted luminous fraae.    The body 

adjustment test (BAT) Involves the subject's adjusting his own body to 

an upright position.    The individual, seated in a tilted chair, attempts 

to bring himself and the chair to an upright position within the context 

of a tilted room. 

In the embedded figures test (EFT) the subject'e task is to find 

a previously seen simple figure embedded within a large complex design. 

The Children's Embedded Figuree Test (CBFT) is a child's version of the 

EFT constructed for administration to ages five to twelve.    It has been 

developed because the level of difficulty of the adult EFT has been 

proven is be toe great for children below nine years of age.    The CEFT 

involves a 25-item test which utilises only two simple figures.    An 

11-iten series with a "tent" figure and a 14-ltea series with a "house- 

figure comprise the total test. 

Reliability ooefflcients for the CEFT for sges 7 through 12 were 

found to vary fron .83 to .90 (Wltkin et al., 1971).    CEFT reliability 

for children In the five to eix year age group was investigated by Dreyer, 

Nobelkopf, and Dreyer In 1969.   Forty-elx slddle-class children froa a 

suburb in the Itortford, Connecticut area were given the CEFT In a test- 

reteet situation.    Reliability after a five to six sonth interval wae 

.87 (Dreyer et al., 1969). 

Validity on the CEFT hae been assessed by coeparing the scores 

of nine and eleven year age group, on the EFT and the CEFT and by cor- 

relating CEFT and RFT scores (Wltkin et al., 1971).    Correlatione 
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between the CBFT and the portable RFT for five year old boys and girls 

were found to be .61 and .66 respectively (nreyer et al., 1971).    Va- 

lidity has also been measured by research utilising criterion variables 

previously known to relate to EFT performance. 

If measures of these criterion variables are found to 
relate to CEFT performance in the same way as they proved 
in past studies to be related to EFT performance, sup- 
portative evidence for the validity of the CEFT at young- 
er ages would be provided  (Witkin et al., 1971, P. 28). 

Investigations have found field dependence to be significantly 

correlated with measures of personality, social interaction, percep- 

tion and cognition.    Field independent subjects have been characteriz- 

ed as being less dependent on others, more resistant to social environ- 

ment pressures, and less responsive to prior reinforcement (Mausner 

4 Graham, 1970 k Witkin, 1959).    Field independence has also been link- 

ed to superior analytical skill, a significant factor in some tests of 

intelligence  (ttechtel, 1972).    However, Busch and DeRidder (1971) and 

Busch and Simon (1972) found low and nonsignificant correlations be- 

tween the Lorge-Thomdike Intelligence Test and RFT field dependence 

scores for groups of 70 and 48 kindergarten children. 

Sex differences noted in field dependence studies reveal that 

women obtain higher field dependence scores (Fiebert, 1967 * Witkin, 

1959).    Low and nonsignificant differences have been reported when only 

kindergarten children were considered (Busch, 1970, Busch 4 Simon, 1972, 

Dreyer et al., 1971, * Goodenough * Eagle, 1963).    In addition, age 

differences have been investigated.    Field dependence has been found to 

decrease with age.    "Children tend to be field dependent early in their 

perceptual development and to become field independent as they grow 
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up (Vltkln, 1959t P. 51)."   Busch and Simon (1972) found significant 

increases In RFT scores in the age ranges five to six and five to seven 

but no significant Increase between the agee of six and seven.    Though 

there are ago differences,   the  child's field dependence rank within the 

population "tends to bo established early In life, and to ronaln rela- 

tively stable  (Witkln, 1959* P. 51). 

Another area studied in relation to flaid dependence la the con- 

cept which Witkln terms body iaago.    Witkln et al.  (1971) posit that 

EFT studios show subjects with high levels of analytical ability or 

field Independence tend to have differentUted body concepts.    In a 

1965 study Corah utilised 60 middle and upper middle class subjects 

between the ages of 8 and 11 in tests of figure drawing and perceptual 

articulation.    High scores on Drew-e-Ferson Taste of body Image and 

CEFT tsets showed a tendency to be poeitively related for boys, .40, 

but not for girls,  .02,   (Corah, 1965).    A reliable assessment of this 

relation has not been made nor baa the interaction effect of body Image 

boundary and field dependence been studied in relation to motor behavior. 

Lslthwood (1971), in studying 60 four year ©Ida, found a signifi- 

cant correlation between complex motor ability and Banta's lfcrly Child- 

hood Embedded Figures Test (Banta, 1970).   A Pearson product moment 

correlation coefficient of .25 me significant at the .05 level.   A 

correlation of .12 between field dependencs tests and simple motor a- 

blllty scores was not elgnifloant.    The fladlnge suggest that field 

dependence may be of Importance In motor activity, a logical Inter- 

pretation when field dependenee and motor activity are considered to 

be dimensions of an individual's total behavior organisation.    If this 
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Is the o»M| SOB* relationship botwMn field dtpudMM and the »p»o« 

utilisation aspect of aotor behavior al«ht also be posited to exi»t. 
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CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES 

This study involves an investigation of ths relationships be- 

twssn loooaotor space utilisation, field dspsadsaes, sad body Image 

boundary.    Ths procedures eutllasd In this chapter dssorlbs ths meth- 

odology ussd to asssss thsss rslstioaships. 

Selection of Subjects 

Subjects for ths study wars sslsetsd fxoa kindergarten children 

enrolled at The  University of North Carolina at Greensboro Institute 

for Child and Family Development.    Sslsetioa of subjects ms based on 

ths following erltsrla.    First, each subject ms apprexlaately fivs 

years of age.    Second, each subjeot ms fros froa any known unoorrsotsd 

visual defect.    A third criterion ms absence of any psst history of 

psychological Ulnoss.    In addition, sach subject ms fros froa rscont 

serious illness or disease.    Finally, sach aubjsot ms frss froa gross 

physical handicaps.    Only subjects meeting all criteria wsrs utilised 

in ths study. 

Thirteen children froa a 17 Ohild kindergarten class wsrs em- 

ployed as subjects.    Ths ages of the children ranged froa 5.13 to 6.M 

years with a mean ags of 5.71 years.    Two of ths four kindergarten chil- 

dren not participating wore withdrawn froa the sample when speech de- 

fects prohibited adequate responses to body Image boundary testing. 
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A third subject wae ill during fila trials, and a fourth rsfussd to 

participate in CEFT procedures, 

Msssur—nt of Space Utilisation 

3psos utilisation *■ sssosssd through vldoooordings of children's 

play behavior.    A Sony AVC-3200 video Caaera, Sony AVF-3200 ELootronie 

viewflnder, and Sony AV-36OO vldeocorder equipped with j inch tap* wars 

used to photograph the playground and children.    A trained assistant 

fUsed the trials with a cajtera hidden froa the view of the children in 

a third story window of an adjacent building,    lbs exact location of the 

caaera and tripod was sarksd to aid in fUsing replication which was 

done by the experimenter.     In addition, a 2± by 3 inch transpareney 

which designated specific landsarks la the field of view was placed over 

the camera viewf lnder to assure corresponding visual fields during eaoh 

trial. 

The space used in the study was an apparatus free area looated 

within the kindergarten playground.    The 576 square foot sector, ■ens- 

uring 24 feet by 24 feet, was surrounded by s string fenoe during fUs- 

ing trials. 

Subjects were randomly assigned (by drawing naaes) to groups of 

five for each of the trials.    Kindergarten children not contained in 

the sample were randosly selected to equate the number in each group. 

The subjects were filled oa five separate dates during an eight day 

period fro. my 3 ts my 10, 1973.    J*i«* to the initial trial the fol- 

lowing instructions were given by the experimenter 1 
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This morning we are going to go outside and play 
using some special rules.    Let's go outside and see what 
is on the playground. 

See the string fence.    We are going to use it in 
our game.    There are special rules for our game but they 
are very easy.    There are three rules t    (1) play inside 
the string fence,   (2) stay inside the string fence but 
don't play with the string so it doesn't break,  (3) play 
inside until I tell you it is time to go back inside the 
building.    Do you think you can remember those rules? 
Are there any questions?    Remember to stay inside the 
string fence until I tell you it Is time to go back in- 
side the building.    Let's go play. 

On subsequent trials the subjects were asked the following ques- 

tion!    "Does everyone remember the rules for playing?"   After repeat- 

ing the rules with the help of the subjects, the experimenter assumed 

a position approximately 20 yards from the subjects and engaged in fill- 

ing out form descriptions of each subject's attire to aid in later film 

identification. 

Film analyses were completed for the 13 subjects on each of three 

trials.    Analyses of all five trials were not possible due to filming 

errors not detected on spot checks and the intrusion of one parent dur- 

ing a filming session.    Five subjects with totals of three analyses 

were included in the study by randomly selecting three trials from the 

film analyses of the other eight children. 

A transparent grid containing a co-ordinate system was obtained 

by physically marking off the space in one square yard areas with 2* 

inch white tape (See Figure 1, p.  30).    Nine minute film trials were con- 

ducted with the middle five minute sector of each trial being analyzed 

at 10 second intervals on a 22 inch Sony Monitor/Receiver.    The 30 Car- 

tesian co-ordinates which were derived were employed in a plotter 
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diagrams of subjects paths during each five ■inute period.    Calculations 

of total square feet of space utilized were derived by measuring the 

areas enclosed within plots graphed on a 1 graph unit to .09 square 

foot scale.    A computer program was employed to calculate the total linear 

distances traveled. 

Measurement of Body Iaage Boundary 

Body iaage boundary was assessed by Barrier scores on the first 

25 inkblots of the Holtzman Inkblot Test, Fora A. &ch of the thir- 

teen subjects was individually tested by the experimenter in a room 

provided by the kindergarten administrator. The room, which contained 

two small desks and chairs, was free from distracting influences. The 

testing was conducted from March 30 to April 19, 1973. Administration 

time for the individually administered test was approximately 35 minutes. 

Although standard procedures were not available because of neces- 

sary verbal flexibility, recommended suggestions were employed (Holtzman 

et al., 1961).    The following instructions were received by each subject. 

Today we are going to see some inkblot pictures.     I'd 
like you to look at each Inkblot and tell me what it 
might look like or what it could be.    There are no 
wrong answers.    Tell me what you first see and 1 ItUl 
circle the area on the paper where you see the object. 
I'll ask you some questions because I want to see it 
just like you do.    There are no wrong answers so make 
sure you tell me everything. 

If the subject gave no response to an Inkblot after sixty se- 

conds the following statement was issued. 

Some inkblot pictures are more difficult than others. 
Remember there are no right or wrong answers. Do you 
want to look at the inkblot a little longer? 
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The completed protocols were number coded and sent to Dr.  Sey- 

■our Fisher for blind scoring on Barrier response. 

Measurement of Field Dependence 

Field dependence was assessed from the Children's Babedded Fig- 

ures Test (CEFT)»  Form 1.    Administration procedures followed the guide- 

lines established by Wltkln et al.   (1971) in the test manual available 

from Consulting Psychologist's Press,  Inc.    A two minute time limit was 

placed on each of the 25 scored test items.    The total adainistralon 

time per subject was approximately 30 minutes.    The testing was com- 

pleted from April 9 to April 25. 1973.    All testing employed the experi- 

menter and surroundings used In the HIT administration.    Responses were 

scored one or zero, one being credited when the child's first response 

was correct or an Initial incorrect choice was Immediately corrected. 

The number of items passed equalled the total score, the maximum attain- 

able score was 25. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA AND ANALYSIS 

The data analyses In this chapter are the result of an Investi- 

gation of the effects of body Image boundary, field dependence) and 

sex on kindergarten children's utilization of space during locoaotor 

activity,    Nonparaaetric statistical techniques are eaployed to assess 

sex differences within variables and correlations between variables. 

Variables Investigated 

Three independent variables were identified in the present 

studyi    body image boundary, field dependence, and sex.    Total linear 

distance traveled and total area utilised were designated as dependent 

variables.    A summary of each subject's raw score and rank on all 

variables is shown in Table 1,  page 3k.    Statistical analyses of the 

variables accept a two-tailed .10 level of significance. 

Correlatlona Between Variables 

Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficients were calculated to 

determine the relationship of field dependence with linear distance 

traveled and square feet of space used  (Table 2, page 35).    The cor- 

relation between field dependence and linear feet traversed during 

locomotor aoveaent was M5.    A correlation coefficient of .401* *ae 

found between the ranks on CEKT and total area utilized.    Neither 
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SUMMARY OF RAM SCORES AND RANKS FOR ALL SUBJECTS 
ON  AGE,  BARRIER,  CEFT,   LINEAR DISTANCE TRAVELED 

AND SQUARE FEET OF SPACE UTILIZED 
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Subject Sex Age* Barrier CEFT 
Linear 

Distance 
Square 
Feet 

Rk. Rk. Rk. Rk. Rk. 

01 F 5.53 9 3 1<* 6 13 1293 10 246 10 

02 F 5.37 10 5 7 8 9* 807 12 113 12 

03 F 6.18 2 13 1 15 1 1802 4 436 9 

04 F 6.41 1 2 12* 12 5 771 13 43 13 

05 F 5.16 12 10 3 10 7 1994 1 607 6 

06 F 5.96 4 7 5 7 11* 1303 LI 152 11 

0? M 5.90 6 7 5 7 11* 1451 9 573 8 

08 M 5.84 8 3 10* 10 7 1624 8 583 7 

09 M 6.15 3 4 8* 13 3 1874 3 999 1 

10 M 5.87 11 11 2 13 3 1761 6 697 5 

11 M 5.94 5 7 5 8 9* 1799 5 917 3 

12 M 5.13 13 <» 8* 10 7 1891 2 899 4 

13 M 5.18 11 2 12* 13 3 1649 7 931 2 

'Calculated fr> am Apri 1 1 , 1973 
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SPEARMAN RANK ORDER CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
FOR CORRELATIONS BETWEEN BARRIER, CEFT, 

LINEAR DISTANCE AND TOTAL AREA 
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Variables Correlation Coefficient 

CEFT and Linear Distance 

CEFT and Total Area 

Barrier and Linear Distance 

.445 

.40** 

.1*08* 

Barrier and Total Area .023 

Barrier and CEFT .106 

".10<p<.20 with 11 degrees of freedoa 
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coefficient reached the accepted ,10 level of significance. 

A positive relationship of .408 Mas derived from ranked scores 

on body image boundary Barrier and linear space utilization.    A slight 

positive relationship of ,023 existed between Barrier scores and total 

square feet of space used during locoaotor activity.    The correlation 

coefficients were not large enough to reach significance(Tnble 2, page 35)• 

A fifth correlation was calculated from ranked scores on body 

Image boundary Barrier and field dependence.    A coefficient of .106 In- 

dicated no significant relationship between field dependence and body 

image boundary (Table 2,  page 35). 

Significance of the Differences Between Correlation Coefficients 

Olkln's z was employed to ascertain the significance of the dif- 

ferences between the predictor variables of body image boundary and field 

dependence with linear and square feet predictands (Hendrickson * Stan- 

ley,  1970).    A % of 1.338 was yielded when a comparison of the .408 and 

.445 correlations of Barrier and CEFT with linear distance traveled was 

made.    The z approached the .20 level of significance, a 1.37.    The dif- 

ference between the .023 and .404 correlations of Barrier and CEFT with 

square feet of area gave a z of 1.076.    The significance of the z fell 

between the .20 and .40 levels.    No significant differences at the  .10 

level were found between the predictor variables with either predictand. 

Sex Differences 

Sex differences on measures of body image boundary, field 
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dependence! linear feet traversed, and square feet of space used were 

assessed using the Mann-Whitney u Test.    Table 3 on page 36 summarizes 

the findings for sex differences on field dependence and body Image 

boundary.    The aean Barrier score for the entire group was 6.00,    Fe- 

male subjects had a slightly higher aean score than male subjects, a 

6.6? as compared to a 5.43.    The Mann-Whitney U of 18 yielded a non- 

significant probability of .703. 

The male field dependence score aean of 10.57 exceeded both the 

group mean of 10.15 and the female mean of 9.67.    Sex difference cal- 

culations gave a U of 16 with a nonsignificant probability of .53*+. 

Mean linear distance scores for the entire group and both sexes 

are shown in Table 4 on page 39.    The group averaged 1519.52 linear feet 

of travel during the total 15 ninutes of film analysis.    The sale mean 

of 1721.31 exceeded the 1284.11 female aean.    The sex difference, as 

calculated from a Mann-Whitney U of 12, had a .234 probability which 

was slightly greater than the acceptable .10 level of significance. 

Table 5 on page 40 shows the aean total area utilized by the 

entire group and each sex.    The group averaged 522.77 square feet of 

space used during the total 15 ■mutes of film analysis.    The male mean 

of 779.86 greatly exceeded the foal, aaan of 199.50.    A Mann-Whitney 

U of 2 was associated with a significant probability of .004. 

A summary of the Mann-Whitney U Test results finds one probability 

level slightly greater than the accepted .10 level, the .234 probability 

associated with total linear feet traversed.    One significant sex dif- 

ference was found,  the  .004 probability between sexes on total area used. 
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TABLE 3 

SUMMARY OF AGE,  BARRIER SCORES, 
AND CEFT SCORES 

Measure 
Group Boys Girls    Mann-Whitney 

N=13 N=? N=6 U Prob. 

High 6.41 6.15 6.41 

Low 5.13 5.13 5.16 

J 5.74 5.71 5.75 

Barrier Scorei 

High 13.00 11.00 13.00 

Low 2.00 2.00 2.00 

X 6.00 5.43 6.67 

S.D. 3.42 2.87 3.86 

CEPT Score i 

High 15.00 13.00 15.00 

Low 6.00 7.00 6.00 

T 10.15 10.57 9.67 

S.D. 2.74 2.32 3.09 

18 

16 

.730 

.534 
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TABLE 4 

SUMMARY OF TOTAL DISTANCES TRAVELED 
IN LINEAR FEET 

Measure 
Group Boys 

N-13 N*7 
Girls    Mann-Whitney 

N-6 u Prob. 

Total Linear Distance i 

High 1994.30     1891.41     1994.30 

Low 771.26     1450.53       771.26 

1519.52      1721.31      1284.11 
12 .234 

Per Trial T     506.51        573.77       428.01* 
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TABLE 5 

SUMMARY OF TOTAL SPACE UTILIZED 
IN SQUARE FEET 

Measure 
Group Boys Girls    Mann-Whitney 

N«13 N=7 N«6 U Prob. 

Total Square Feet» 

High 999 999 607 

Low *3 583 43 

522.77        799.86 199.50 
.004* 

Per Trial X        184.51        266.62 66.50 

"Significant  sex difference 
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Characterization of Subjects' Uses of Space 

A characterization of each subject's utilization of spaoe Is 

presented on pages 42 through 54.    Plots derived from each of the five 

minute film analyses are shown for each subject.    Linear and square 

feet totals represented by each plot are also given.    In addition, 

the experimenter presents written analyses of each subject's space 

utilization. 

The analyses are based on the plots of each subject's loco- 

motor movement and the Cartesian co-ordinates from which the plots 

are generated.    Only the Cartesian co-ordinates are employed to assess 

stationary behavior. 
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Subject 011    Characterization of Space utilized 

Trial 1 

I     •     •     f 

577.84 linear ft. 
89.00 square ft. 

Trial 2 

rt r t H ^-/ 

■ ^  1 -—1 —   

67.08 linear ft. 
0.00 square ft. 

Trial 3 

TOTAIS RANK 

1293.23 linear ft. 10 

246,00 square ft. 10 

648.31 linear ft. 
157.00 square ft. 

Subject 01 was a female subject 5.53 years of age.    The subject 

did not show great consistency among trials on either linear or square 

feet of space utilized.    She tended to remain stationary for long periods 

of time and to concentrate her activity in the central portions of the 

enclosure. 



Subject 02« Characterization of Space Utilised 

^3 

Trial  1 

385.36 linear ft. 
83.00 square ft. 

Trial 2 

—1 

• 

• 

: 

—»• 

I 
51.96 linear ft. 
0.00 square ft. 

-" r 
■ 

• 

TOTALS RANK 

807.18 linear ft. 12 

113.00 square ft. 12 

369.86 linear ft. 
30,00 square ft. 

Subject 02 was a female subject 5.37 years of age.    The subject 

did not show great consistency among trials on either linear or square 

feet of space utilized.    She remained stationary for long periods of 

time and often visited the periphery of the enclosure. 
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Subject 03t    Characterization of Space Utilized 

Trial 1 

520.48 linear ft. 
173,00 square ft. 

Trial 3 

KK 
Trial 2 

F n - 
1— 1 

h \( — 

— 

T 

-N ■ - .1 
560.45 linear ft. 
151.00 square ft. 

TOTALS 

1801.55 linear ft. 

436.00 square ft. 

RANK 

4 

9 

720.62 linear ft. 
112.00 square ft. 

Subject 03 was a female subjeot 6.18 years of age.    The film 

analyses of the subject's movement showed that she remained stationary 

for thirty seoonds to one minute between location changes but was an 

active traveler when her location shifted.    She used only specific por- 

tions of the enclosure on each trial but utilized both the periphery 

and the central area. 
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Subject 041    Characterization of Space Utilized 

Trial 2 

184,93 linear ft. 
0,00 square ft. 

. . 4 i . . i • 
205.67 linear ft. 
21.00 square ft. 

Trial 3 

TOTALS RANK 

771.26 linear ft. 13 

43.00 square ft. 13 

380.66 linear ft. 
22.00 square ft. 

Subject 04 ms a female subject 6.41 years of age.    The subject 

consistently used little of the available space.    She remained at each 

location for periods up to several minutes in length.    The subject travel- 

ed to and from locations on the periphery of the enclosure. 
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Trial 1 

......    i     «    » 
414.61 linear ft. 
150.00 square ft. 

I 
1 — 
; 

Trial 2 

VJ 

^f T 
1 

,  j 
1 

1 r 

— > *ij 

 ' JJ ■J 

720.62 linear ft. 
238.00 square ft. 

TOTALS 

1994.30 linear ft. 

607.00 square ft. 

RANK 

1 

6 

859.07 linear ft. 
219.00 square ft. 

Subject 05 was a female subject 5.16 years of age.    Trials two 

and three showed similarities In both linear feet and square feet of space 

utilized.    During the last two trials the subject was highly active and 

seldom regained at specific locations for more than the ten second film 

analysis Interval.    Trial 1 was not consistent with the latter trials. 

The subject was stationary for long periods during the initial trial. 
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Trial 1 Trial 2 

• • 

/I 
A   l 

' / ' ' 

"    /    ' 
1 

305. 
5. 

94 
00 

•     • 
linear 
square 

»            • 
ft. 
ft. 

I 
, .   .      .      .     •     .      (      I     » 

364.97 linear ft. 
96.00 square ft. 

Trial 3 

J—j—I—I 
\ f ; -t TOTALS RANK 

1303.10 linear ft. 11 

152.00 square ft. 11 

366.20 linear ft. 
51.00 square ft. 

Subject 06 was a female subject 5.96 years of age.    The subject 

consistently utilized little of the .vailable space in the enclosure. 

Both her linear distance and total area scores were low in relation to 

the other subjects tested.    All three trials showed long periods of 

stationary play activity. 
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TT 
Trial 1 

4-f- - |      I  H 

.     .     .     .     . 
600.00 linear ft. 
267.00 square ft. 

361,25 linear ft. 
54.00 square ft. 

Trial 3 

TOTALS RANK 

1^50.53 linear ft. 9 

573.00 square ft. 8 

' 489.29 linear ft. 
252.00 square ft. 

Subject 07 was a mle subject 5.90 years of age.    The subject showed 

coneistency in space utilization on trials one and three but not on trial 

t*o.    Trial two was characterized by long periods without location changes. 
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Subject 081    Characterization of Space Utilized 

Trial 1 Trial 2 

627.14 linear ft. 
268.00 square ft. 

M i I vr i I 
289.31 linear ft. 
259.00 square ft. 

Trial 3 
♦    • 

TOTAI5 RANK 

1623.84 linear ft. 8 

583.00 square ft. 7 

707.39 linear ft. 
56.00 square ft. 

Subject 08 was a male subject 5.84 years of age.    The subject showed 

soae consistency on total area utilized during trials one and two.    Trial 

three was marked by changes of location along the periphery of the enclosure 

and little exploration of the total space available.    The results on trials 

one and two did not indicate a preference for either the periphery or cen- 

tral portion of the enclosure. 
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Subject 09t    Characterization of Space Utilized 

Trial 1 Trial 2 

498.40 linear ft. 
229.00 square ft. 

584.81 linear ft. 
247.00 square ft. 

Trial 3 

TOTALS RANK 

1874.09 linear ft. 3 

999,00 square ft. 1 

790.89 linear ft. 
523.00 square ft. 

Subject 09 was a .ale subject 6.15 years of age.    The subject was 

very active during all three trials.    His utilization of space was ex- 

tensive on trial three.    Trials two and three were characterized by 

repeated visits to the periphery of the enclosure.    Trial three showed 

a greater concentration of space utilization in the central portion of 

the available space. 
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Subject 101    Characterization of Space Utilized 

Trial 1 

684.76 linear ft. 
261.00 square ft. 

Trial 3 

H 

• • • 

. 

jV.    ■ 
i     .     t     ♦     v     •     •     ♦     ' 

467.65 linear ft. 
195.00 square ft. 

TOTALS 

1761.35 linear ft. 

697.00 square ft. 

RANK 

6 

5 

608.93 linear ft. 
241.00 square ft. 

Subject 10 was a male subject 5.87 y«rs of age.    The subject 

3howed consistency on both measures of .pace utilization on trials 

one and three.    Trial two was characterized by fewer changes of loca- 

tion.    Trials one and two showed a concentration of activity In the 

central portion of the space.    Trial three showed a preference for the 

periphery of the enclosure. 

i 
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Subject Hi    Characterization of Space Utili«ed 

Trial 1 

587.88 linear ft. 
406.00 square ft. 

•   +— .- 
396.86 linear ft. 
109.00 square ft. 

T        TOTALS 

1798.62 linear ft. 

917.00 square ft. 

RANK 

5 

3 

813.88 linear ft. 
402.00 square ft. 

Subject 11 was a male subject 5.94 years of age.    The subject 

showed a consistent concentration on both the central portion and peri- 

phery of the space on trials one and three.    The results on trial two 

Indicated a preference for the center of the enclosure.    The subject 

*s active during all three trials and seldom regained stationary for 

iong periods. 
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Trial 1 Trial 2 

711.83 linear ft 
449.00 square ft 

• 
• 

725.60 linear ft. 
376,00 square ft. 

Trial 3 
teH     t     • \   i 

i "1 
• / .   :    , 

' 
J— 

• 

V 1891 

TOTALS                                     RANK 

.41 linear ft.                         2 

KA/\~ 

I 
899 .00 square ft.                         " 

Y      1 
\ 1 

453.98 linear ft. 
74.00 square ft. 

Subject 12 ws a »ale subject 5.13 years of age.    The subject 

"as extremely active during trial two but less active during trials 

one and three.    Both the first and third trials showed periods of in- 

activity between changes in location.    Trials one and two showed a 

"ore extensive utilization of space than trial three. 



Subject 131    Characterization of Space Utilised 

9* 

Trial 1 

697.78 linear ft. 
1*91,00 square ft. 

Trial 3 

479.06 linear ft. 
253.00 square ft. 

Trial . J 
• 
t ■ >•      • 

A*^-- ■♦-j 

• 

• 

472.44 linear ft. 
187.00 square ft. 

TOTALS 

1649.28 linear ft. 

931.00 square ft. 

RANK 

7 

2 

Subject 13 Mas a »ale subject 5.18 years of age.    The subject 

showed  some consistency of space utilization on trials two and three. 

He was inactive between changes of location and utilized the central 

portion of the enclosure on both trials.    Trial one showed a greater 

concentration of aoveaent along the periphery of the space and less 

preference for the central portion. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter presents a summary of the investigation and the 

conclusions derived from the analysis of data. A discussion of the 

results and Implications for future research are also Included. 

Summary 

The study investigated the relationships between body image 

boundary, field dependence,  linear feet traversed, and total square 

feet of area utilized.    In addition,  scores on the four measures were 

analyzed for significant sex differences.    The following hypotheses 

were tested, 

1. Space utilization measurements of the five year old child 

engaged   in  self-structured locomotor movement are positive- 

ly related to measures of field dependence-independence. 

2. Space utilization measurements of the five year old child 

engaged in self-structured locoaotor movement are positive- 

ly related to measures of body inage boundary. 

3. High body image boundary Barrier scores of the five year 

old child are positively related to measures of high field 

independence, 
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4.    Significant sex differences are found in five year old 

children on measures of body iaage boundary, field depen- 

dence,  linear feet of space used during locomotor activity, 

and square feet of space used during locomotor activity. 

A written analysis of each subject's utilisation of space was also 

presented. 

Individually administered Holtzman Inkblot Tests and Children's 

Embedded Figures Tests were given to assess body Inage boundary and 

field dependence.    A vldeocorder was employed to tape three five minute 

periods of play activity for analyses of each subject's utilization of 

space. 

Conclusions 

Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficients were calculated to 

test hypotheses one, two, and three.    Correlations of ,445 and .404 were 

found between field dependence scores with linear feet and square feet 

space utilization measures.     The correlations failed to reach the  .10 

level of significance.     Space utilization measures were not found to 

have a significant positive relationship to measures of children's field 

dependence and, therefore, the first hypothesis was rejected. 

Correlations of .408 and .023 ware calculated between Birrier 

scores with linear feet and square feet space utilization results. 

Neither correlation was significant at the .10 level of significance. 

The correlations did not confirm the second hypothesis.    No positive 

relationship was found between space utilization and body Image 
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boundary beyond that accepted as chance correlation, 

A correlation coefficient of .106 Mas found in testing the 

third hypothesis. The hypothesized positive relationship between 

high Barrier scores and high field independence was rejected, 

Olkin's z was calculated to examine the significance of the 

differences between body image boundary and field dependence pre- 

dictor variables with linear and square feet predictands.    No sig- 

nificant differences were found. 

The Mann-Whitney U Test was used to test hypothesis four and 

the expected sex differences on Barrier,  CEFT, linear feet, and square 

feet measures.    One significant sex difference was found at the .10 sig- 

nificance level.    Hale subjects utilised more square feet of spaoe. 

Discussion 

The results of the investigation add to the limited store of 

information regarding the variables affecting the child's use of 

space during locomotor activity.    All findings are in general agree- 

ment with past research studies.     Female subjects tend to have higher 

Barrier scores and to be more field dependent although the differences 

between males and females are not significant at the .10 level.    The 

use of multiple measures of body image boundary and field dependence 

may provide a clearer representation of the actual situation. 

The study indicated that boys utilize considerably more space 

than girls at the kindergarten level.    This finding agrees with the 

findings of Mulhauser (1970).    Only the total area scores are 
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significant, however.    The results of the linear distance scores suggest 

that an actual difference may exist which is not indicated due to the 

Halted number of subjects in the present investigation. 

Methodological Implications 

The filming and film analysis procedures devised for the study 

are adequate but tedious.    The incorporation of a computerized pro- 

cedure for film analysis could make the exploration of space utilisa- 

tion a more productive research area.    The time involvement is pro- 

hibitive at the present time.    Obtaining analyses on sufficient num- 

bers of subjects is extremely difficult. 

Use of a fieh-eye lens, as suggested by the filming procedures 

employed by Herron and Probish (1969)i is recommended to allow a broader 

field of view and to eliminate the necessity of a high filming location. 

A group administration of Holtzman Inkblot Test slides has been 

successfully used in research studies (laapen, 1972).    Similar pro- 

cedures could save considerable amounts of testing time. 

Research IMplications 

The findings of this study are pertinent to several areas of in- 

quiry.    One of the most obvious implications is the need for a longti- 

tudlnal study of the possible sex differences in children's space u- 

tillzation.    A second implication Is the study of societal and inherent 

variance as possible explanations for the sex differences found in the 

present Investigation. 
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Continued exploration of the effects of body image boundary and 

field dependence on space utilization is also warranted from the posi- 

tive but nonsignificant correlations found in the investigation.    The 

greater predictability of probable correlations, combined with larger 

numbers of subjects should allow more powerful statistical analyses of 

future data. 

In addition, the methodology employed to assess space utiliza- 

tion can be combined with additional perceptual and personality vari- 

ables.    The research will provide a clearer picture of the complex 

Interaction of variables affecting the child's use of space during loco- 

motor activity. 

Playgrounds of various sizes and shapes may be used to test pos- 

sible differences in children's activity levels.    With the greater un- 

derstanding may come more efficient and purposeful designs for play- 

grounds and indoor play spaces. 
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